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B-ARS THANKS ITS
UNNAMED BENEFACTORS
As has happened many times over the
almost 10 years of the existence of
the Society and of PLANE TALK, a number of members paid this year's dues
with sums in excess of the required
amount. These contributions to the
bankroll are appreciated by those
who turn the crank that results in
PLANE TALK and other functions of
B-ARS. We wish to thank the donors
for their interest and generosity.
To spare their blushes, we do not
' include their names.

interest for the magazine and we do
not, by this notice or otherwise,
gEncit extra help. However, the
voluntary contributions that have
come to us have provided benefits
and we take this way of thanking,
on behalf of the whole Society, those
who have been generous.
New members should understand that
PLANE TALK is not a commercial venture and that it is our hope to run
a break-even operation while turning
out a reasonably substantial magazine.

No member should feel any responsibility to B-ARS except the payment
of his or her basic dues and the
occasional submission of items of
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Seth sometimes errs. The N.N.WALLACE I noted
some time ago was the second specimen to surface. As Emil Pollak FUTTTT out to me, Harold
Fountain reported one in VII-4-5. Mine is a
1" ogee with wide chamgers and spring lines,
very early 19th C. appearance.

While we are in the mood for breast beating,
I should mention that our Wooden Planes Editor, who is also involved in EAIA, reminds
me that, in the same issue IV-4, I spoke of
the Feron Catalog as "M-WTCA's reprint". It
was actually a joint effort of M-WTCA and EATA.
Emil also reported that he had a letter from
one of our Western N.Y.T.C.A. members mentioning a plane stamped by the dealer Riggs Watrous who employed William Spaulding in Elmira.
An 1843 advertisement of Riggs Watrous is
illustrated on page 7 of my SHAvINGS FROM THE
PAST.
From Bill Ralph I got a 7/8" J.DENISON (zb)
with an overstamp A.HAMMACHER & C0/209 BOWERY
N.Y. This large dealer bought from several
tool makers. An interesting sub-collection
could be based on their overstamps.
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. NOTES & QUERIES
At the EAIA meet in Sacramento
Don and Anne Wina displayed a
Robert Wooding moulding plane
twice branded W.G. surmounted by
a fleur de us. This Dutch style
(?) owner's mark poses interesting questions about marking conventions in the early 18th C.

From Bud Steere's catalog of Oct. '82:
.A slide arm plow with thumbscrew retainers marked AMS on the nose. Bud
points out that the initials match
those of Aaron Mason Smith.
.A stave plane (?)viarXed R.GISH. Bud
questions whether owner or maker.
.A moulder and a round with heavy
rounded chamfers both marked
J.NEARY.

.—Router or Old Woman's Tooth Plane.

Ery Schaffer reports collecting a
9 7/6" ogee plane of beech with a 21/4 "
cut. The plane is marked twice Fx Sx
DAVIS embossed in a rectangle in
large
letters and also with a smaller
F.S.
DAVIS incised. Ery remarks that
the
body style and chamfer seem similar
to U.S. models of the 1850s but the
length and label style seem contradictory.

In a supplementary catalot issued
by Bud Steere in Aug. 1984 is found
a hollow plane described as tiny
and marked J.HASTI
? perhaps an
unrecorded maker.
Jerold Billings tells us about a
handled, screw arm plow marked by
SCHAEFER & COBB/NO 224 MAIN ST/
CINCINATTI. He points out that
a C.B.SCHAEFFER is reported in
Cincinatti in 1850-52 by the
Pollaks but that the Schaefer who
partnered Cobb spelt his name with
only one "V". Are these the same
man with two different spellings
or an unrelated couple of markers:
An i ron found in the tool is marked OHIO TOOL CO and is likely to
be original since the same owner
stamped it and the plane stock.
The arms of this plow are unusually
long, having 81
/
4" of thread.
From California we hear from Tim
Daniels who has acquired a 16w-rosewood, razee jack plane marked J.T.JORDAN/MAKER. The iron is
double and marked with the Ohio Tool
Company's "Thistle Brand". Rosewood and razee suggest the possibility that Jordan made planes for
ship joiners i for the style and
exotic woods are common around
shipyards.
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NOTES ON IX - 3 and IX - 4
By
P,eg Fowle
Gough & Bowen - I have a G.& B.with a chamfer stop half way between
George Monk's two examples. Based on wedge configuration / lean toward a
British district home for G & B (IX-3-5).
Moody - My specimen, 91
/
4" long with the name just visible on the
lower toe half, agrees with that shown in PLANE TALK (IX - 3 - 8) except that the wedge has a lovely and uncommon detail in the styling of
its throat.
Hey Smith - Although there is an, as yet unidentified, SMITH/NORWICH
the stamp on a Griffith's plane in IX-3-17 may be an owner even though
it appears to be overstamped by Griffiths. Griffiths frequently struck
so deeply that a subsequent addition may appear to have been made first.
Phineas Turner - Since I bought my 9 3/4" plane of this mark ( the
wedge is exactly the same style as Mr. Haltmeyer's) I have acauired a
91
/
2" Turner & Green and am convinced that Phineas Turner became Turner &
Green or Green & Turner although there may be more evidence when inauiries
now underway are completed. (IX-4-11).
ing.

Holbeck - This plghe with its Robert Moore iron is a valuable drawway!
I wish it had come a

Reg Fowle's MOODY wedge

NOTES & QUERIES

From Dale Butterworth comes more
names:

Observed at Roy Arnold's room
at the Sacramento meet of EAIA
. on a Dutch panel plane marked F N with an unclear device
separating the letters is the
date 1770.
. the crowned stamp C J H also
among a group of Dutch planes.

. J.L. CLUFF/MAKER on an 8 7/8"
cherry block plane. Straight
letters, no border.
.IONAH STETSON embossed in a
sawtooth border on a 10" birch
moulder with 18 C characteristics.
A plow plane acquired by Bud
Brown is marked on its toe with
individual stamps S.C.NORRIS/
PAT/APPLIED FOR/No 7.

A pair of 12" match planes collected by Harold Fountain bear the
label HALE & CO/MASS.
From the catalog of the David Stanley Auction of Sept. 4,'84, come
these interesting descriptions:
.an early 18 C ogee moulding
plane 9 7/8" x 24" by E.LOWE
/
2
.a boxwood radius smoother 81
x 2¼ with integral closed handle
M.THORNTON/MAKER
.a beech handrailing plane by
ROBSON with round topped iron
by WARD
.a screw stem plough with boxwood stems and nuts by WILCOX /
MANCHESTER
.a small coach builders plough
in fruitwood stamped "aux Mines de
Suede/Pariewith anchor device, 61
/
2"
stock, vertically wedged fence
(there is also a fruitwood nosing plane with this mark and device)
.a pair of handled T & G planes
by RICHARD TRENNAM/LEEDS (apparently the full name is unrecorded
as a stamping)
.a handled panel raising and
/
2" x.31
fielding plane 131
/
2", 18 C
features, full length fence and
depth stop stamped J.G.YORK (zb)
The catalog suggests this is JG/
YORK and represents John Green
as a round topped iron by him is
in the plane.)
.an early sash fillester, 18 C
features, G.FEAR
.a moulding plane 9 7/8" x 2"
by I.HOLMES
. a German skew rebate by FREYTAG
with brass depth stop, brass
fence and a nicker
At the EAIA meeting in Sacramento
Allan Foster showed a Dutch plow
of ancient aspect marked GULD?
MOND/ROTTERDAM in incised letters.

A Long Island, NY collector reports acquiring a plow iron approximately 7/32" wide that is
marked F.C.ERBSCHLOF in incised
letters. The lettering is just
to the right of a circular, embossed emblem in which stands what
appears to be a rooster in shallow relief surrounded by tiny dots.
From Bill Curtis comes a list embracing some unrecorded markers
and three examples of the enigmatic R.WELLS.
. H.DAVIDSON
on a rabbet with a
WARRANTED
type wedge
.SOLD BY
H.GILBERT
HARRISBURG
.R.WELLS Embossed letters, z-borTRENTON der. On an adjustable
plow. Arms are dadoed, "Yankee"
style, held with wood depth screws
through top of plane. Late 18th or
very early 19th C appearance.
.R.WELLS- embossed letters, no
place (Complex moulder)
.R.WELLS with incised letters
TRENTON on a bead; Wm ASH &
Co. iron.
The wedges of the final two R.WELLS
items are totally different from
each other. The last plane is of
typical mid to late 19th Century
appearance.
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A
John Lindenberger round of
unusual section displayed by
Tom Witte at the EAIA meet in
Sacramento also bears the boxed
initials I.B. The coincidence of
these initials with those of
Lindenberger makes it seem highly
likely that he stamped them
himself.

NOTES & QUERIES
In the auction list of PATINA held
on March 13, 1982 were noted:
.a wedge arm sash D.WORTHINGTON
.a horned scrub plane -W.C.& CO/
GERMANY
.a screw armplow D.S.FORRESTER

enough so that Bud says "appears to
be an owner's addition". We wonder
Lee Murray and Dick Crane offered an
Miller did not learn his trade in
Feb.
20,
if
on
auction of tools
1982.
Pearce's
shop sometime in the period
noted:
In their list we
plane,W.HASLER,1853
to
1879
moulding
or later when he was in
.11
/
2" complex
Rhode
Island.
stamped on back THOS.McAVITY
Actually, if there
were a relationship both men could
.a jointer iron by BEDFORD/SHEFhave come from Fall River. All this
FIELD
is speculation but it might lead
.11
/
2" moulding plane BIRCH & SON
some coastal Mass/R.I. investigator
.Fenced rabbet J.HIGH (zb)
to learn more about Miller.
The Secretary owns a handled smooth
plane dated 1853 and made by J.W.
PEARCE/FALL RIVER. Pearce also worked in Providence and Pawtucket, R.I.
The handle is the sort usually applied to a jack plane and is fastened (mortise and a large screw) into Ashort razeed section of the
stock behind the iron. The Secretary says he has seen other handled smooths of this construction
but not many. In his July '84
—Sunk Handle Jack Plane with Closea Teat.
catalog Bud Steere illustrates an
almost exactly similar plane lab-

•
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Was M.H. a maker? And who was W.L.?
Plane is 10 1/8" and of birch. Owned
by Dam Semel.

Found in Providence, R.I.
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Towers Revisited
By Larry

Brundage

As a result of ttle piece about the planes marked D.G.TOWER and
H M TOWER in Vol IX-21- 1 have researched the census records for Chesterfield, Mass., and the nearby towns and villages and have come up
with some interesting but inconclusive facts. Most of the information
I found in the search relates to other men than the Towers but since
a few unknowns turned up and some previously noted but scantily documented names were also found I have included these in this report.
In 1850 I found Towers in Chesterfield named Abner, Benj., Elijah
J., Oswin, Quartus and Spencer. They were described as "farmers".
Loren Tower was in "lumber". The earlier reference to S. TOWER &CO
from an 1856 directory might have been Spencer, in and out of business
between censuses. Also found in Chesterfield, in 1850, was a planemaker named Gideon Rhoades. (compare C.W.Rhoades, Amherst).
In the same census in Worthington, Mass., contiguous with Chesterfield, was Ethan C. Ring aged 37. Since he is known to be a planemaker,
the fact that he is called a "mechanic" in the census is significant
for three other mechanics appear:
Lyman Tower
Age6 41
Hersey E. Tower "
17
Elisha C. Tower "
15
Just to confuse the issue, Worthington contained men who called themselves planemakers. Some or all of this group probably worked for the
Ring family whose labels are known. Perhaps the Tower boys did too.
William Dickenson
aged 33
Benj, F. Rhoades
aged 25
Orin Delpe
aged 25
If you'd like to play with a real long shot, remember that there was
at least one planemaker in Canada named Dalpe and remember as well
that spelling in census and other 19th century documents is far from
consistent.
In 1860 I found no planemakers listed in Chesterfield but I did
find some interesting names in nearby towns. In Huntingtoni Elkany
Ring, Jr. (we know him as Elkanah - what price Delpe/Dalpe now?)
is aged 50 and is said to be a manufacturer. Since we know he, too,
made planes the word manufacturer takes on significance especially since
Melvin Copeland, aged 63, another well known planemaker is called a
manufacturer. Edward Copeland, Melvin's son, is also listed as a
manufacturer and is 28 years old. In Huntington is found Hosea Hunt,
31, ho calls himself a planemaker and John Boles, aged 47 who calls
himself a toolmaker and may have been the John Julius Bowles (Boles)
of Hartford, Conn., who was in business for himself there in the '40's
and may have come to Huntington with Melvin Copeland. (PLANE TALK 11-3-3).
Also Gorgey (?) Ballou, 26, who is probably not a connection of the
Ballou of Providence, but wouldn't it be great if he were!!
More luck in Worthington where we find Henry Tower, a 28 year old
manufacturer. Maybe he manufactured broom handles but Ring and Copeland manufactured planes and this man might be the H.M. Tower of the
find described in IX-3.
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In Middlefield we find a manufacturer name4 James Church who is
47. Another broomhandle maker, perhaps, but the name has come up
elsewhere in the plane world. All the towns we are looking at are in
Hampshire County. Another town in Hampshire County is Granby. Jonathan
Church of Granby, thought to be Granby, Conn., but that is not established, is still looking for a permanent home. (ed. note: we believe a
Church is mentioned in the diary of Truman Nutting of Amherst and we
have also wondered if the early information about Jonathan Church being
in Connecticut was not an error. The concentration of planemakers in
the Massachusetts hills, when added up,is a considerable population and
Granby falls within a few miles of known planemaking villages.)
24,

In Southampton, lass., lived William Davis, 39, John H. Lester,
and Edwin L. Bracke±±, 25, all of whom called themselves planemakers.

Also found was the elusive J.D.Kellogg, aged 65, who is found in
the Roberts list in Northampton, Mass., and dated by Pollak - 1848 -.
He, too, is called a manufacturer.
In 1870, Chesterfield still contains Lorin Tower, 53, and Spencer
Tower, 53, both farmers. But planemaking, or at least planehandle making seems to have returned to Chesterfield. Fayette Olds, 31, is a
planehandle manufacturer with a business valued at $3,000. Two men,
perhaps his empoyees for they are on the same page of the record, say
they work in the "Toolshop", Edwin Hyde, 19 and John Daniels, 37. Another planehandle manufacturer is Seth A. Healy, 39. On the page in
which he is listed are two more men who say they work in a "Tool shop",
Nelson A. Higgins, 29, and Frank Robinson, 21. A man named Isaac
Steele, 26, is categorized as "wood planes". On this page appears another tool shop worker, Alvah Parsons, 32. The inference that the manufacturers and workers might have been associated is based on the possibility that the census taker interviewed the men while at work and
that the names were transcribed together.
I followed the trail only to the census of 1880. In Chesterfield,
Alvah Parsons, now 42, works in a "handle shop" as does Frank Parsons,
17. In West Chesterfield, Seth A. Healy manufactures plane and saw
handles; Gilbert Healy, 16, works in his father's shop.
Perhaps the finding of Henry Tower or even Spencer Tower sheds
some light on the planes in the hoard that also contained the mark of
Jonathan Tower. I hope so. The number of planemakers and plane parts
makers in the immediate area certainly suggests there was much activity
and that other men involved in it could have worked between censuses
without every being recorded as planemakers.
From Len Borkowski

SLIPPED BEAD

JAh CLARKE
Also Marked
1/. COOPER

94" long
3 3/8" high

Screwed on
extra piece
5 hand made screws
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NOTES & QUERIES

Sept. '83
.STEINER/1859-horn plane
SOME CATALOG READINGS
.BENJ.CARTER-handled, screw arm
plow
Bud Steere September '83
.J.CROMBIE-rabbet, 18th C Char.A.F.GLAZER-astragal, slightly
acteristics
primitive
.A.WhITE-18th C characteristics
.TASKER-bead, 18th C character.G.IOLLY-complex moulder
istics
.H.LOVEJOY/WAYNE-screw arm plow
.S.TZYDER-V groove, 18th C charact(another
report of this scarce label)
eristics
.MIGUEL CABOT/BUENOS AIRES-roseMarch '34
wood rounding plane
.Z MORGAN JR.-fixed sash
*BOMAN & BEARSE /PAWTUCKET- 16"
.SPEAR & WOOD-side bead 19th C
razee (No Hussey on this one
appearance
apparently.)
.BENJ.HURN/COOP./E.ST.LOUIS,ILLJanuary '84
.SAMUEL ELLTS-small complex mould- cooper's croze
ing, early
February '84
Jack Bittner April '83
.a most unusual 3 iron moulder
.PAUL OUELLET-wedge slide arm
profile not visible) of
(?sole
match planes
Dutch
pattern.
Judging by its len.E.GRIFFIN-1/4" bead
gth which appears to be 10" or
December '83
more it is not of recent vintage.
.A WILSON-sash plane dated 1888
August 23, '84
.h.PERRAULT-double sash cope .H.ADAMS & CO- beech, screw arm
perhaps owner
plow. (Compare the enty in AWP
.FARLEY,CHRISTMAN & CO-7/8" quarthat cites H. Adams (no & Co.) as
ter round
listed
in an 1856 directory of
.STANNIFORTH & FOOD-(side bead Mass. William Adams
Hopkinton,
see BP II)
appears in the same directory. At
September '83
the time of writing of AWP no
.A.S.MRSE/BOSTON-cooper's topexample of the work of either
ping plane
had been located.
.F.L.MORONE-righthandside rabbet
dated 1837
.hAMLIN/DETROIT-1
/
2" T&G match plane
in one stock
July '83
.N.NUTTING-15"complex moulder (there
have now been several sightings of
this maker)
.J.W.PEARCE-slide arm plow, another example of this maker's habit
of dating his planes, this time 1854.
.N.HIESSINGER/IN NURNBURG-horn
plane
Murray & Crane July '82
.S.KOBEL-(backward S) beading
plane
.J.JOHNSON-plow (maker, owner )
.JAMES HOGG & CO/CORK-plow. Hoggs
are listed in BP II but none in
Cork
.ALLANS? & IMEANING-side rabbet
plane marked in zb
.P.CHAMPAGNE-shoot board and plane
.C.F.SMITh-screw arm plow
J.P1 RRY?-plow, early,
yellow birch
X-1-10

—Iron-fronted Smoothing Plane.

At an auction held on Dec. 8,
1984 by Joan Caddigan, Hanover,
Mass., a plow marked C.CHENEY
was offered.

Bud Steere reported in Nov.'84 a
handled, razee smooth marked
"MADE BY G.W.REED". He also cited
a European smooth plane with an
iron marked CARL AUG TILLMANNS
with three bells. An incomplete
metal disc label on a Steere
compass plane reads ZONNES TRAAL.

EXTRACTS FRol FRANKLIN
INSTITUE JOURNALS or: THE 1830's
BY
FRANK WHITE
Franklin Inst. Journal, Vol. V (9), 1830
Pat. for March, 1830.
p. 267
#14. For an improvement in the Manufacturing of Bench Plane Irons; William Hovey,
Boston, Mass., Mar. 10.
Steel is to be welded on to a bar of iron, extending its whole length; this bar
is then to be rolled down to the thickness of the thick part of a plane iron; it
is then to be cut into proper lengths and passed through eccentric rollers, so
formed as to give to new iron its proper taper, after which the finishing is
effected in the usual way. The claim is to the giving of the taper by eccentric
rollers.

Franklin Insitute Journal, Vol. V (9), 1830
Patents for Jan., 1830
p.230
#39. For an improvement on the Tongue Plane, used on the edge of flooring and
other boards; Emmanuel W. Carpenter, Lancaster, Lancaster Co., Penn., Jan. 30.
The tongue plane described in the specification has two separate irons and
wedges, instead of the notched iron generally used; sometimes the irons are to
be contructed together by means of plates and screws at their upper ends; in
either case the object is to regulate their distance from each other, so that
the tongue and groove shall always fit.
The same thing was patented more than a year ago, by Messrs. Longnecker & Myers,
of Lancaster, as may be seen by turning to p.336, vol 3, new series.
There is not any claim made.

Franklin Inst. Journal, Vol. XI (15), 1833.
p. 94
#5. For an improvement in the Double-iron Plane; William B. Reynolds, St. Clairsville,
Belmont Co. Ohio July 7, 1832.
Although some pains have been taken by the writer of the description of this improvement, it is yet somewhat obscure. The object, however, is to use set screws to adjust
pieces upon the plane iron so that they shall fit into corresponding mortises on
the cap iron, in order that it may at once fall into its right place. The mode of
effecting this, seems to us more complex than necessary. We have, in fact, seen a
much more simple arrangement for the same purpose; still, the common method is
certainly susceptible of improvement.
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A SAMUEL DRUCE PLANE
Dan Semel
The specimen
It appears to be
culture having a
Although some of
almost certainly
between 1750 and
is missing.

is a stunning 10" yellow birch, 5/8" quarter round.
of the Rhode Island/South East Massachusetts plane
relieved wedge and typical chamfers and gouge cuts.
the letters of the first name cannot be read, it is
SAWL. I'd estimate the date of manufacture fell
1775. One early feature, the chamfered wedge slot

Dots to simulate
what is missing
/**
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WHERE WAS THE
DOSCHER PLANE & TOOL COMPANY
In The 1880's?
By Larry Brundage

The appended excerpt is from a history
of Fairfield, Connecticut, THIS IS
FAIRFIELD, by Elizabeth V.H. Banks, 1940.
It expands a bit on the scanty information on record about the Doscher Plane
and Tool Co. - -

- or perhaps it only

confuses things. See the entry in the
Pollak's

AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES which

puts the company in Saugatuck (Westport)

-

1886 - 1902.
X-1-12

There was another company which one should
mention. That is the Doscher Plane Company
which located on Redding Road—on the east
side just about half way between Verna Hill
Road and Governor's Lane. There, were made
small wooden planes—about one foot in length
—in a small wood-working or carpenter's shop.
This was probably about 183 or 1890. The
building was later moved to the Saugatuck Road
in Westport where it was used as a boat building
shop. The foundation for the bui'ding and thwell still remain.

On the toe end of a jack rabbet of
handsome appearance recently collected by an American B-ARS member is the
From Hal Prucha:
stamp of J.H.TITUS struck three timees
all
nearly
#1.I've discovered that
to form a triangle. This might be
Norfolk,
of my examples of planes with
merely the fancy of an owner maker
Richmond & Petersburg, VA hardware
or an owner who had acquired an unbeen
have
dealer stamps appear to
marked, though professionally made,
Auburn,
made by one of the M!Masters,
plane except that the marks of a
unare
NY prison. The wedge shapes
known maker J.W. Pearce have been
obvious
mistakable. To make it more
found several times in the same sort
M'Master
the
one of my planes has
of triangle device. Can Titus have
stamps.
been a short time entrepeneur in
Plane
#2.I have a plane by Baltimore
Rhode Island or Massachusetts, (Pearce
The
Company with the #21 on the toe.
worked in both states) who was imp.39
comparative list in Roberts on
pressed (pun intended) by Pearce's
Fore
(old book) shows that the #21
stamp?
plane was made by the Ohio Tool Co.
#3.A very interesting non=handled
plow by E. CALDWELL, Baltimore, set
WHEN WERE YOU PAROLED ?
up like the carpenters' plows of Lancaster, PA. Side view like this:

•

NOTES & QUERIES

I understand from talking with fellou
PATINA member, Gene ISijowski, that
Harold Foqnta_in once showed him a
plane of 2.i_milar style by another
Baltimore plane maker, McCubbin, he
thought. Who has that plane now, I
don't know but would like to find
out so that we cc,uld compare the two.

Vernon Ward may have found the first
specimen of the work of William H.
Moore of Baltimore, MD. -1835-36.
2" beech plane
/
It is a V-bottomed, 91
of late 18th or early 19th Century
style marked W. MOORE (Fine Tool
Journal, May '85.)

From Carl Bopp comes the surprising
information that we have a typo in
the BATES RELATES piece in IX-3-9,
This is in the name Spayd & Wheeler,
the first element of which we reported as Spayo. Carl also says that
on line 34 of Jacob White's inventory
is the item, "Nest of Draws in Wheelers Bench Place with cont. 1.00" He
suspects that this may be the same
Wheeler although to date he has found
no confirmation.
X-1-13

WEDGEES
Ceb 85

From Ray Wiesniski we hear about a
handled raising plane with adjustable
depth stop and fence both retained
metal
by metal screws working h
the
on
marked
is
rimmed slots. It
foreend either J or I PORTER. The
first initial is not totally clear.
J.PORTER is noted in the Pollak's
"Maybe List .
On an augmented (added fence) hollow
early 19th C. appearance owned by
Gary Hammond appears the name J. Perry.

THE "SHONER" IDENTITY
By
7\1an C. Bates

&

Emil S. Pollak

SHOVAI and
Plane Talk IX-4( 4), pa,Ae 3, previewed the premise that
authors each oi.1.1
!:Schauer are stavtps of the same planemaker.
exari,ples of each and have corresponded at length on the .luestim:.
After exa ining the available evidence ,ve both agree that ,I.S110W\R
CLL . r. The basis for this
irobably is an early version of
acco..panying traciegs.
cenclusion is • . iven below, refereaced to
1. Ti:e letter
;;ubstituting U
phonetically.
spelling found

"V" was as early variant of "U", just as "I" was of "3".
for V gives "Shouar", 0,ich is close to Schauer
In geneological records of rhe ':;chauer family, altern te
are Shower and :;haur.

2. The name Schauer appears in early records of Lanca'ster County, Pa.
uar).
but no mention has been found of Shovar (or :'
3. vedge eatterns (see tracin s illustrated) of (;H:JvAR an !7,ChAHER
planes are similar, especially the rounded shoulder' ;eow the shank (at
wedges tend to be wore "pointy" on toi:.
"C"). SI;OvA
Lengtns of available STACVAR and F.chauer mouluers rawie !rum :1-3/P"
- •Al in the see7ie
as .enaser planes trot:, (.)-1/'1" Lo
ballpark.

4.

5. l'ive out of five N.S1!OVAR irons are stamped ..T.W,)UED as are four
: :.:chauer planes.
out of six irons on
6. The toe-end chamfering style of both SHOVAR and Schauer planes is
not only identical but most unusual in the American school of
planemaking. Bill Goodman, in l6PM-2, page 29 refers to this as the
"Phillipson eattern", best illustrated by reference to the accowpanying
tracings. Note the points marked "A" and "S". On most elanes, both
British and American, the vertical chamfer is continued along the
forward edge of the shoulder, either as a gouge cut or a continuous
chamfer to the outer edge of the shoulder. N.SHOVAR/N:Schauer Llanes
have no such chamfering. The vertical flat chamfer stops abruptly at
"A" in an norizontal step and the forward edge of the shoulder at "B"
is sharp. This same treatment occurs at the heel of Phillipson and
SHOVAR/Schauer planes. The style became a family tradition, since
planes marked I.Schauer (emb) and J.SCHAUER (inc) follow the same
pattern, although their vertical chamfers are rounded, not flat.
7. The shoulders (at " H n ) on all N.SHOVAR/N:schauer/I.Cchauer moulders
slope off rather steeply. This is a characteristic mainly of
early-to-mid I2th century planes.
yet "slope-shouldered" Schauer
planes would seem to range from, say, the 1770's to the 1P2O's. J.
SCHAUER (inc) plane shoulders are not sloped, more in tune with the mid
19th century.
To us the weight of evidence indicates that N.SHOVAR and '!:Schauer are
marks of the same maker, with the former being the earlier version.
X-1-14
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An Unrecorded Mark
By Bill Eviston
The plane illustrated is a 10" moulder of beech, very well and
professionally made. It has narrow flat chamfers and appears to be
of considerable age, perhaps having been made in the beginning of
the period when rounded wedge finials were being abandoned in favor
of ovoid ones. The middle letter has a tail and looks more like a
"Y" than a "V" but the formation of the letter is a hit unconventional.

,% H-f-ys•r\

.

NOTES & QUERIES

A 91
/
2" beech grooving plane cited in
the 1echanick's Workbench catalog
of Winter 83/84 is marked J L in
a sawtooth border. Perhaps the
marker was an owner maker but there
are J L's among the professionals.
It has been thought by collectors
of New England planes that there was
probably an Isaac Field who predated the man active in the second
quarter of the 19th C. plus. An Isaac
Field marked crown moulding plane
of early characteristics, birch,
13 3/4" long, slightly offset tote
with a round topped James Cam 'iron
is reported by :)lechanick's Workbench. It was also marked by W D
and Co.
George 7Ionk has checked the Christies sale catalog of December 3,'81
and reports a previously unrecorded
maker on a moulding plane by BYGRAVE.
X-1-16

.—Nurse's Chamfer Plane

—Miire Shooting Plane..

Charn r Plane with
Fem.e.

CRANE / KINGSTON LOCATED
by
Dave Perch
In PLANE TALK IX-4, Dick Kappeler points out that there is little
published evidence to permit the assignment of the label Crane/Kingston
to either Great Britain or the U.S.
While documentary evidence of any sort suggesting the whereabouts
of Crane's activity is, so far as I know, nearly non-existent I can supply
a strong suggestion about Crane's location. First, I should mention that
I believe that both the Roberts report and the one in Goodman's PB II
came from the same source, an example in the Mercer .1useum in Doylestown,
Pennsulvania, USA.
I am a Canadian and with my friend Bryan Sutton, also a Canadian, I
have been researching Canadian planemakers for an eventual book on the
subject.
The first time we came across a plane marked Crane/Kingston (in two
separate sawtooth rectangles) was during a visit to the MacLachlan Woodworking Museum in Kingston, Ontario. We interviewed one of Mr. acLachlan's
neighbors who owned seven or eight Crane/Kingston ° lanes and also had a
couple marked Crane/Coburg. There is a Coburg in Canada about 85 miles
west of Kingston.
From the owner of the Crane planes in Kingston we also learned
about an old lady of his acquaintance who had a large group of planes all
marked with either the Kingston or Coburg address stamp. We did not see
these planes.
Since then, however, several other Crane Planes have surfaced in
Canada. in particular, a plow marked Crane/Coburg is owned by a man in
Toronto and,' have acquired a Crane/Kingston.
I've located one small piece of documentary evidence which may
point to the maker of all these planes thou9h at present it remains
inconclusive. in the 1857 Canada Directory an E. Crane appears under
the trade of joiner. Since known pianemakers, both Canadian and from
the United States, have been described as joiners (the Cantinl-of Ouebec
are an example) it is not impossible that the man behind the name on
the planes has acquired an initial and a working date.
Whoever Crane may have been and whenever he may have worked, I
think it enormously likely that he is a Canadianr based simply on the
preponderance of Crane planes found here and the fact that Kingston
and Coburg are not far distant Canadian municipalities. Certainly the
planes I've seen are not inconsistent with a date of manufacture around
1857 although that cannot be construed as positive support for E. Crane
or, through him, for Canadian manufacture.
Naturally I am interested in the history of any specimens of
Crane's work collected by B-ARS members and I hope such specimens and
any scrap of evidence about Crane, however tiny, will be reported.

_

A tracing of the wedge from Dick Kappeler's plane.
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W. F. ACHENBACH.

IMP
TRANanionAt. AND

PETA LLIC PUNS INFCRMATI ON

ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

PLANE.

No. 310,163.

Patented Jan. 6, 1885.

' WILLIAM F:ACliENHACH. OF READWC. PENNSYLVANIA.

PLANE.
SPECIPICATION focusing pert of Letters Patent No. 310.163. dated
A pplIn01..• 111r4 1. 1.1....1., 17., 10, 1.
.

.1/1111lIaly

6. 1033.

01.4, 1 )

.

To

;' vlsi;
.411 1.u.liii.1elipuiti l'Y'flti.t:
v°,4" 0
zemrsokyl8Hil;i it '4117,4*ttill: 111111
t It.i:i hi s;,..sc
.':1" %.*N1 i ... A C11 r.:4 •
;O
f/ I ( " k4110 %, 11" (lint1"11, 1.\' ‘''.117.1
Ii will be seen
!tact+, a ell izeit of (lie I hilted i-',111111,1. l'I. Z, 1, 1ing II S111110illillii plane. EIS slion II:
an
dis•
makes
I.
tit the city of Reading, comity of Becks, Stain that the elevation. ii, in Fig.
ruction of !lie
5 of Petrasyk imi.t. have Invented it new and ill,•:• I elosnee orally chaege in iii.' const
:and the pkiii,
Itil I nip: o% meal In Planes, of a Weil the fol. plsate. The longitudinal seci ion
Figs. 2 and 3, show metallic plates inserted
lowing is a specification.
filsiie. The
the
of
This ' , UPI IIVI .IIII'llt relil(l .§ mow parlicilletly permanently in I he lace
plates nre illiotil one half inch wide. ii lel :about.
In vorpeillers' bench. platteS.
idri, of mit
The older, of the iiivelil inn Is Iii phivii in iiite•lont Ili of an inch shot! of I lie 0
to
0111 11
1he liiiiitIA of wooil-%%01.1:ern, joiouvg. owl iiiIi 1 iol:iiie .1 the point or inserl ion, le:tv lug,
or . on.)
an
hada
uite•ci•glilli
of
inserled, aboill
1'1N 1t 11111110 10/11101 will sli.e•ot siiiinil lily eloss•
anels II iv plate. 'the
glikillell
11114 1(1100Y 000(ls So finely I Intl sub. I standing :al rich cud of the
inch
sequel'', tilling anal serapiag are I pottered iiir, , plates may be tiboui iine•eiglilli eil on
coon.
V. These testing tire iittained liy a ; thick, and they are senile:1 in place by

is Iteeeasin
t cry ad ight yet important altetitt Iola of the I let sank•scaew S.
'Ilic idiots having been iilaved its slips% ii, One,
mode of ilieSSing the face of planes. as n ill he '
I E. a it 11 Its edge eoillekleitt till ia the hold edge
eNliiiillicil Jail her tilt.
placed
Figure 1 is a perspective elevation of a .. of the atonal. if the plane, and (heather
plane
20 stanollaing plane hat hag my iiiiiirovenivill ol • 1 :II illioill 11111!•i111111 01 I Ile lellgIII of i lid plane,
he
latched (hetet°. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal see- : Irma its rear cod. I daess (lie race at I
l h"
lion shoo hag emote cleat ly Ilio Inapt o% emelt!. I. mid metallic Plate includod• 1.1."'" II"'lio'""
ill:inn,
,1 e cm) till
rig. :I is it plait view til l ke (ACP Or 011. 1/111111. , ; edge or i he plate to the (
iiiiedliir•
hag the impro einem. Fig. I is a labia , ei; that the tole end shall he about
sit
Ii sedge or
2s and s1.1.1 kited view of I he plaite•bit pi efeiably 1 i el It or an iach fun er i haat the moat
, the plait.. .the I.:leen!' i he plane 1,eing re% ersed
used Ita the plane. lit till or. hid,—
efli 1 kV piail'S
A 'Tine:stills the body of the plane: A', I he . apou I he bench. The space trel , t
tinly he level, lad I puler la; hare it
11101101 1/r 0111 1111111V ; A 1, 011. 1 hrthli ; 13, the . 1: awl 1.:'
y•lotat t la 111
one
51act
ahont
--say
hollow
slightly
,
a
donwedgc; C, !Ito hit; D, the wood rap for
Melt —and fi wit I he icor plate, 5', to the
311 We bit ; E, a metal plate stink in the face 01. an
the plane la, aillyanee of I he month opening ; . Vtill 111 (lie 111.1111. I nein 41011 the Mee, nut
re% eased icr about nric•t kir.
E., it plate stink in the litre of the plant. in . plane-laci• bcilc,z
the rear of the month.

The Improvement is applicable lo both jack

Went° r ;
6

;:=6?

Afte","

33 mid fore planes, mid it will hut found advait•
lageotts to apply It to the same; bill it is par,
114111110y adapted lo the smoothing plane for
11111:111i111X till''. oleos or any line work in hard
or soli. woods. The usual distrait is to smool It
411 tilt as well tts is praetirable vi int the plane,

then to Ilse the Kanpur to finish tip, nopple•
pleading the lid let hs n wood tilling and it rah.
liltig down with pintilec•stinic. )VII It illy intprovement In I Int construction of the plane.
43 face this is atinceessary, us a slitiple sandpit.
'wring niter (lie plane leaves the work read.y
Wr twidshing.
The tiouM of the 1mproveimmOs !hat much
given t inworail
more work am be done in

I icill of au inch al I he ivar del Intim. the level

of the plate 5'. I he straight edge in India eases

resting upon the inner edges of I lie plates E
nod E.
For fore tic jack pLines I he St1MI' 111•1111, Ai011
or the Cacti hunt Ike 11,111) 111111 Ivar plates he
maintained, Init the spare bel w ern the front
unit rear plates is kept al a demi let ,d, mitt
one or more intermediate plates insetted to la slum 11111 rot unity of were.
Tilt,Ilse of the plates not only serves to main.
lain certain Nixed points upon the CRP of the

plane, but nIso serves to redline the friction
of the plane Jul operating 1 he 531116.
Although an Intlinars doiable•lotteal planc•
iron nnty be used in a plane constructed in
accordance with my Improvement, yet I find
platteiron Ofn parallel thickness for Om
length of tho cap to giro better results. A
parallel bit, as it wears and Is thrust forward

Alan Bates. of Hocke ssin, Del., has
=
=
found a 16' wooden jack plane. The stamping5====
mwm
on t e toe is illustrated here. This was U.S.
Note that the plane stamp indicates a
Pat. NO. 310,163 granted to William F. AchenLebanon, Pa. location, whereas the patent
bach of Reading, Pa. ot Jan. 6, 1885. The
papers list W.F. Achenbach "of Reading. Pa.
invention claims an improvement for smoothly
The Ogontz Tool Co. was a brand name of the
dressing cross-grained and knotty woods 'so
Sandusky Tool Co. Apparently Achenbach
finely that subsequent filling and scraping
licensed this firm to use his patent. This
are unnecessary'. Two metal plates are inis the only known plane with these features.
serted in the sole, one just in front of the
We would like to hear of any others. We
mouth, the other about one-third of the
thank Mr. Bates for all the information he
length of the plane from the rear. Then the
submitted.
sole fore and aft of the plates is dressed so
OGONTZ TOOL CO.
that when the plane is resting on a flat surPAT. JAN. 6, '85
face the toe and heel ends clear the surface
LEBANON, PA.
by a very slight amount (1/20th to 1/30th of
18
an inch).
W.F. ACHENBACH
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Continuation of Achenbach Patent Papers
throifigh I Ii. month al Ilic plane, causes Ha
change liithe dislouna lett bet wee'. its bleu
ou t the edge or die phite, a tijit t to thrusting
torn aril of the usual tapered thickness bit its
,3 it a cars away gradmilly enlarges the opeulit...•
t he month, mat nAll vol. permit of lino win k
being done. 'rho pint it £ it (hi. ttitotillti:liottlii
In' so set illative to the bit C I hut the spate
lett for I In. passage or III...shavings stood.'
to limit the Itti kiitis if the sante to suit the
character of a ttrk In be performed, owl thiu!
t t ile
till cases it about mu-third of I he
length of the plant. front Iti rear end, this
plate marking that point upon tin planea hich
15 I Mid remit react Mal use to be that tt hick It
best, tolnytud t o gh e r eli c( t o the user In lotial•
ling the saint% and bulk:Ming by its posit hut
that portion of the plain-Mee lying bet %%yen
E F., ii 'itch ii lI be I elilitivd it(
lit'al"
2'' a dead let el, as already desuribtal. As the
plane raeu loses its u i igliml forin Ii iii me, it
Ill rvile‘A ed, ii h u h I find la hest per
formed by rubbing dam ii jIlt ii litOck of kit ii
oial cuciacd a lib line flint sand-paper. lot'
23 lettlbm ood i enters, N:e., a denrance rti from
nnd rear (the it i night edge lest lIl upou the
iimer edk..,.es of (lir plates I. V. of abotit
.•
Melt it ill In. 111111.11.. For Suit
inereass.d
to
i
tt pods the de:trance limy be
tie.
I went let la of an inch.
Ili giulilhutig ill, sad sharpening the hit it
sltutild enrt
y moderately Iii its %%bilk,
lorry tiliglut ly above the
face of Ilie
h• it on E. The slight eleva•
33 lion
the ...Ise of the plate ;Mot flit rOle
mill or the plane gives the plaue•bit s bite
upon I lie A104,1c1 it tilt 'lie slightest pica rusiou
the same.
a hose fare Is drusstal
In the use of it
40 in itrimilattee a lilt lily implovtinenl the op-

eralor 51 111 HMI thud ii_19 eNt'llilitt Is 11:411111rd
and more work Itt performed, front the fait
that Ihero im nothing to Intern:4u mill. the Vele
or 'he hit upon the wood. a Ilerells. With the
oidinary pilule, the face being it dead level 43
from end to end, the bit must be jiriticeted
beyond the bire to s mauli greater extent to
eill tI nui the same depth of sut faceiad, owlug to this greater plot elision of tho hit there
is mine liability 10 ell101 111111 h ull Oilily th u cu
Hutted:0 1% lieu knots (mew...Ligroin Intervenes,
tlins May log the surface in a ninch rougher
comIllion.
Having desei ibed lily initiroVentent 111111
liitrmi iiS 1.01iSitUCIii3o and Ilse. I th.sii o to Se. 53
cure by 1.ellets Patent I he InlIon Mg claims
thereon-I. As tin impi ot cd sit tic ur inninifact me,
it carpenter's bench-plane pi oci.1.4.1 o ill. 10
seited metallic plates suitably secured in the tt.,
rat.0 thereof, one. E, at Slid forming he fore
edge of the mouth id the plane, and one. E..,
at about onc-t hied or the length Ot thy !Mole
lion, the t ear elm or illy s..II314., 1111d dressing
the late and tear faces ni lhe plane from said 63
plates E and E. is desei ihed, iii combination
with iii' plane A. %%edge B. luil C, and tap D,
1151111,1 for the purpose set foit h.
1. in uombi nal ion a uth cat perdu's' lore,
lack, and MI1001hillg pilules, ha V lug their faces
di etssed as described. the plates E and
alit 4.no or mote plates itilerinediate 'hetet°,
rouessed in said plane-lanes, and suitably so•
cm-id therein. substantially as Ilion Ii. snd tor
the purpose set. tort It.
NV I 1.1.IA Al F. ACII EN BACH.

.

\VII nesse,:
THOMAS P. K inSEY.
F. FIERCE H Unita CL.

4-1OST PLANES (UPDATE)
Several members have sent in information
about planes in their collections with the
4-MOST markings. All agree that the planes
were manufactured by the Sargent Co. for a
hardware house.
Ruben Morrison provides the definitive
information as to their name and location. He
has a NO. 260 Double End Iron Block Plane in
the original box. The trademark on the box
label is similar to that shown here with the
addition of HARDWARE HOUSE OF AMERICA -NEW
YORK, U.S.A. The plane is identical to a
Sargent NO, 227.
Now we would like to know exactly who
the Hardware House of Ametika was.
REVONOC
In the last issue we illustrated the
brand name O.V.B. (OUR VERY BEST) used by
HIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO. of Chicago.
We also mentioned their brand name REVNOC, but
didn't know the origin of this term.
John Evans of LaGrande, Or. tells us this
was the reverse of CONOVER. The brand was
used in honor of C.E. CONOVER, an officer in
the firm.
We thank John for solving this mystery.

B of F PLANE HANDLES (UPDATE)
Tom Lamond of Lynnbrook, N.Y.
and others suggest that B of E
markings found on hard rubber
plane handles represent Board of
Education. It is believed they
were provided by a hardware house
to be used on iron planes used in
manual training classes. This
identification would discourage
theft.
The hard rubber would also
be stronger for the hard use by
aggressive youngsters in the shop.
Those who are presently shop
teachers, as Tom, or former
teachers, as this writer, would
most appreciate that comment.
Tower & Lyon Hardware of
N.Y.C. and the Shapleigh Hardware
Co. of St. Louis are the only
known firms to use hard rubber
handles on planes they sold.
Thus, it is a safe assumption
that one of these firms provided the handles.
It was probably only the
large public school systems,
like N.Y.C., etc., that could
afford to purchase such items,
thus the reason for their
scaricty.

TOOLS

~AAS-I-11,S-M—
cuTcERY
STILETTO
This was a brand name first used by
the Pacific Hardware & Steel Co. of San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland & New
York.
In 1918 this firm merged with
Baker, Hamilton & Pacific Co., headquartered in San Francisco. They continued to use the brand STILETTO. The
origin of the name STILETTO is simply
Webster's term for the type of dagger
shown in the illustration.
Floyd Locher has sent information
that the brand BAKER was also used on
planes sold by this firm, c. 1941.
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W. H. DRIPS.
Planes for Cutting Cigar -Lighters.
No. 142,216.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.,

Patented August 26,1873.

WILLIAM IL DRIPS,' OF CLISTINNATI) 01110.

Fig .1

IMPROVEMENT IN PLANES FOR CUTTING CIGAR-LIGHTERS.
SpeciK.estion forming part of Letters Patent NA_ 112,216, tinted Angtuit 2C), 1873; applieatkno Usti
1873.
Jame

lcnv,entor

To nfl aws% 'nay cancers:
Bo it known that I, WILLIAM H.
Cincinnati, Hamilton county, State of 011.5N
have invEnted a certain new and useful Flame
for Cutting, Cigar -Lighters, of which the VAlowing a specification:
1Nly invention consists of a small frame-, to
be placed temporarily upon a table or on the
counter a a saloon, cigar-shop, hotel, or otlqr
.similar Lace where cigars are sold, the frame
containing a fi xed plane blade and gage-' b.-Fine:ins of which the attendant can, with bait
little lalmr, make a sufficient number of carthsd
shavings,: adapted for cigar-lighters, to form a
sufficient stock for the day.
Figure-1 is a general view of my improvva
tool, showing the method of using my invtmt ion. Fig.:II is a perspective view of the toic2.
Fig. 3 hs a plan of the cutter-blade. Fig_ -4 is
a vertical section of a portion of the frame
and cattier-blade.
A is a frame, formed of two strips, A' A"',.
wood, attached at right angles to each other,
as showm. The horizontal strip, which res--.1s
upon the: table or counter, has at one entl
lip or flazge, a, to engage the edge of the ta.Nle
and prerent it from slipping, said lip be g
preferal ,r,r formed in one piece with the strlp
A'. A caller -blade, II, of steel, is let oblipna.F

into the plate A', and secured pe..-1=ently
thereto at each end by screws. Mow it is a
circular recess, C, which receives ttle coiled
shavings, and allows it to pass out spot) the
counter. The cutter B is not only rett in obliquely in the direction of its letrAy but is
also obliquely located in the direatibu of its
width, so as to cause the shavings to earl anglewise by its obliquity lengthwise,
cause
the knife to present a cut tiugedge
its obliquity crosswise. A gage or shield„D„ is attached to strip A' by screws (1, the grge being
slotted, as shown, to permit ntljustmett to snit
different thicknesses of stuff to least.. This
shield prevents the operator's fingers from
touching the knife in the net of toradling the
stuff along, in the manner shown?, to cut the
lighters. The instrument may, however, be
made and used without the mkjustabile gage.
I claim—
As a new article of manufactune„ the tool
for cutting cigar-lighters, substantially as described.
In testimony of which I hereunto set my
hand.
WILLIAM IL DEWS.
'Witnesses:
FRANK 3fILLWA1tD)
J. L. WART/KANN.

ox-449'
Carl Bopp of Audubon, N.J., has an American spill plane with the markings MANUFACTURED BY H.J. BRUNNER, BETHELEM,
PATENT APPLIED FOR.
PA.
There is no record of a patent ever being issued to H.J. Brunner. At least three other
examples of his plane are known in collections.
A patent for a similar spill plane was granted to W. H. Drips of Cincinnati, Ohio on June 26, 1873. This was
U.S. Patent NO. 142,216. No actual specimen of this plane is known.
We are recording all the known data on these two American spill planes with the hopes that someone has a specimen
of Drip's plang, and that some member has more information on H.J. Brunner of Bethelem, Pa.

‘

Section of block plane full size

The " WORTH " trade-mark was the property of Biielow &
Dowes Co.,a Boston wholesale hardware house. The tools so
marked were made for them by others. One of the principal
suppliers being Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.,Southington,Conn.

e
The drawings and information here are from the notebook of William B. Hilton.
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